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ABSTRACT
The single degenerate (SD) model, one of the leading models for the progenitors of Type Ia
supernovae (SNe Ia), predicts that there should be binary companions that survive the supernova
explosion which, in principle, should be detectable in the Galaxy. The discovery of such surviving
companions could therefore provide conclusive support for the SD model. Several years ago, a
new type of mysterious variables was discovered, the so-called blue large-amplitude pulsators
(BLAPs). Here we show that all the properties of BLAPs can be reasonably well reproduced if
they are indeed such surviving companions, in contrast to other proposed channels. This suggests
that BLAPs could potentially be the long-sought surviving companions of SNe Ia. Our model
also predicts a new channel for forming single hot subdwarf stars, consistent with a small group
in the present hot-subdwarf-star sample.
Subject headings: stars: supernovae: general - white dwarfs - supernova remnants - variables: general
1. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the progenitors of Type Ia su-
pernovae (SNe Ia) remains a hotly debated topic
(Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000; Wang & Han 2012;
Maoz, Mannucci & Nelemans 2014), even though
they have been so important for determining cos-
mological parameters(Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al.
1999; Meng et al. 2015). At present, a ba-
sic framework has been established where a SN
Ia originates from the thermonuclear explosion
of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf (CO WD) in
a binary system (Hoyle & Fowler 1960). The
WD accretes material from its companion and
increases its mass close to its maximum sta-
ble mass, where a thermonuclear explosion oc-
curs in the WD (Branch 2004). Based on the
nature of the companion star of the accreting
WD, two classes of progenitor scenarios have
been proposed: the single degenerate (SD) model
where the companion is a non-degenerate star,
i.e. a main-sequence or a slightly evolved star
(WD+MS), a red giant star (WD+RG) or a
helium star (WD + He star) (Whelan & Iben
1973; Nomoto, Thielemann & Yokoi 1984), and
the double-degenerate (DD) model involving the
merger of two CO WDs (Iben & Tutukov 1984;
Webbink 1984). Both models have some support
on both the observational and the theoretical side
(Howell 2011).
A basic difference between the two classes of
models is that there still is a surviving companion
after the supernova explosion in the SD model but
not in the DD model (but see Shen et al. 2018).
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Searching for surviving companions directly in su-
pernova remnants (SNRs) is a viable way to dis-
tinguish between the different models. The dis-
covery of potential surviving companions in some
supernova remnants has revealed the power of
the method (Ruiz-Lapuente et al. 2004; Li et al.
2017). However, the typical lifetime of a SNR is
only a few 104 yr (Sarbadhicary et al. 2017), which
is much shorter than the lifetime of any surviving
companion. Therefore, there must be a large num-
ber of surviving companions in the Galaxy which
are not associated with SNRs, freely cruising in
space, if the SD model contributes, at least in part,
to the production of SNe Ia. The surviving com-
panion may show some unusual properties com-
pared to normal single stars, e.g. an atmosphere
polluted by supernova ejecta and a relative high
space velocity (Han 2008). If such surviving com-
panions were discovered, this could provide con-
clusive support for the SD model.
Recently, Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) found a
new class of variable stars named blue large-
amplitude pulsators (BLAPs), objects whose ori-
gin is still a complete mystery. BLAPs are sin-
gle, hydrogen-deficient stars associated with the
Galactic disc, and no BLAP has been discovered
in the Magellanic Clouds (Pietrukowicz 2018);
i.e. BLAPs appear to belong to a young popu-
lation with a relatively high metallicity. Model
simulations show that BLAPs are core-helium-
burning or shell-hydrogen-burning stars, and
that their total mass is smaller than ∼ 1.2M⊙
(Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). Their positions in the
Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram locate them
between main-sequence stars and hot sdOB stars,
as do their surface gravities; this suggests that the
envelopes of BLAPs are slightly more massive than
those of hot sdOB stars. However, the lifetime of
the shell-hydrogen-burning stars during the BLAP
stage is too short compared with the lifetime of
the BLAPs deduced from the rate of their pe-
riod change (Podsiadlowski et al. 2002; Wu & Li
2018; Romero et al. 2018; Byrne & Jeffery 2018;
Co´rsico et al. 2018). This leaves core-helium-
burning stars with a thin hydrogen envelope as the
only viable solution for BLAPs (Wu & Li 2018;
Byrne & Jeffery 2018). To form such a special
structure, a star needs to lose its hydrogen-rich
envelope after a helium core has formed in its
center.
Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017) developed a new
version of the SD model, which they named the
common-envelope wind (CEW) model. In this
model, mass transfer between a WD and its com-
panion can begin when the companion is a MS
star or is crossing the Hertzsprung gap (HG). If
the mass-transfer rate exceeds the critical accre-
tion rate of the WD, the WD will expand to a
RG-like object, and a common envelope (CE) is
assumed to form around the binary system. The
WD then gradually increases its mass at the base
of the CE. For a low density of the CE, the binary
system is expected to survive from the CE phase
until the WD approaches the Chandrasekhar mass
and explodes as a SN Ia. The WD may explode
while it is still in the CE phase, a phase of sta-
ble hydrogen burning (and appear as a supersoft
X-ray sources [SSS]), or a phase of weakly unsta-
ble hydrogen burning, where the system would ap-
pear as a recurrent nova (RN), as illustrated in
Fig. 1. According to the different phases when
the SN Ia occurs in the CEW model, even some
peculiar SNe Ia may share the same origin: e.g.
the so-called SNe Ia-CSM and 02cx-like objects
may both originate from the explosions of hy-
brid carbon-oxygen-neon (CONe) WDs in SD sys-
tems (Meng & Podsiadlowski 2018). In the CEW
model, if the mass transfer for a binary system be-
gins when the companion crosses the HG, a helium
core has been formed in the center of the compan-
ion. The core mass is determined by the initial
companion mass and the initial orbital period: the
more massive the initial companion or the longer
the initial orbital period, the more massive the
helium core of the companion. After the super-
nova explosion, such a companion may become a
hydrogen-deficient low-mass single star (e.g. Fig.
19 in Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017, where the SN
Ia explodes in the CE phase), and share many
properties with BLAPs, making them promising
candidates for surviving companions from SD sys-
tems. Here, adopting the CEW model, we will
show that all the properties of BLAPs may be
simultaneously reproduced by the surviving com-
panions in the CEWmodel: their population char-
acteristics, their single-star nature, their lifetime
as a BLAP, their location in the HR diagram,
their surface helium abundance and surface grav-
ity, their radial velocity, their pulsation periods,
including the rate and sign of the period change,
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Fig. 1.— Schematic diagram illustrating the common-envelope wind (CEW) model, where the SN Ia may
explode in a CE, SSS or RN phase. BLAPs originate from those exploding in the CE phase.
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the total number of BLAPs and the number ra-
tio of BLAPs to hot subdwarf stars in the Galaxy.
We will also show that there is no other proposed
channel that can simultaneously explain all these
properties. Hence we suggest that BLAPs are
likely surviving companions of SNe Ia, as predicted
by the SD model, and that their discovery provides
strong evidence in support of the SD model.
In section 2, we describe our methods and the
main results of our calculations. In section 3 we
discuss the results, and present our main conclu-
sions in section 4.
2. METHODS AND RESULTS
2.1. HR diagram
In the CEW model, if mass transfer between
a relatively massive initial WD and a relatively
massive initial companion begins in the HG, the
companion can become a hydrogen-deficient, low-
mass single star after the supernova explosion
(e.g. Fig. 19 in Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017).
The surviving companion then has a helium core
and a thin hydrogen-rich envelope. If helium
is ignited in the core, the star will become a
core-helium-burning star with a thin hydrogen-
deficient envelope. As far as the companion
properties after the supernova explosion are con-
cerned, the difference for most cases between
the CEW and the optically thick wind (OTW)
model is not very significant (Hachisu et al. 1996;
Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017). However, as shown
in Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017), some systems
that cannot produce SNe Ia in the OTW model
may do so in the CEW model (the upper-right
region in the P i −M i2 plane in Fig. 2). Indeed, it
is just these systems that are more likely to leave
hydrogen-deficient, single-star companions. Con-
sidering the merits of the CEW model relative to
the OTW model, we here use the CEW model to
calculate the evolution of the companion.
We assume that the WDs explode as SNe Ia
whenMWD = 1.378M⊙. Here, we do not consider
the effects of spin-up/spin-down and stripping-off
on the companions since there are still many un-
certainties on how to implement these effect, but
we note that these are unlikely to change our basic
conclusions (see the discussions in Section. 3.2).
After the supernova explosions, the companions
may become hydrogen-deficient, single stars, such
as BLAPs. To examine whether the surviving
companions can reproduce the other properties of
BLAPs, we choose four typical binary systems and
continue to evolve the companion stars after the
supernova explosion and record their various pa-
rameters that may directly be compared with the
properties of BLAPs.
In Fig. 3, we show the evolutionary tracks of the
companions in the HR diagram. Generally, the
companions ascend the red-giant branch (RGB)
after the supernova explosion, and helium is ig-
nited in the core at the tip of the RGB. The com-
panions then become horizontal-branch (HB) stars
and stay on the HB, while shell hydrogen burning
above the helium-burning core continues to con-
sume hydrogen-rich envelope material. However,
depending on the different envelope masses of the
companions on the HB, their subsequent evolu-
tion can become quite different. If the envelope of
the companion is so thick that it cannot be con-
sumed completely before the exhaustion of the he-
lium in the center, the star will evolve like a typ-
ical asymptotic-giant-branch (AGB) star (dotted
line). In contrast, if the envelope is so thin that it
is exhausted soon after helium ignition, the evolu-
tionary track of the companion is similar to a hot
subdwarf star (solid line, Han et al. 2002, 2003).
For the companion from the system with initial
parameters of [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] =
(1.1, 3.0, 0.8), the envelope is neither very thin
nor very thick. As the envelope is consumed due
to shell hydrogen burning on the HB, the envelope
becomes thinner and thinner and the effective tem-
perature increases correspondingly. As a result,
the evolutionary track of the companion moves to
the left and may cross the region where BLAPs
are located in the HR diagram (dashed line). At
the BLAP stage, shell hydrogen burning is extin-
guished, but there is still a very thin hydrogen-
deficient envelope left as has been deduced for
BLAPs (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). Since the com-
panion has spent a long time on the HB, the
lifetime of the companion in the BLAP stage is
shorter than that of a typical hot subdwarf stars,
but can still be as long as a few 107 yr as inferred
for BLAPs (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). This sug-
gests that BLAPs are in the middle or late phase
of helium core burning (see also Wu & Li 2018).
In addition, the evolutionary track of the com-
panion from the system with [M iWD/M⊙,M
i
2/M⊙,
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log(P i/d)] = (1.1, 3.0, 0.6) is close to the region
of BLAPs, but with a somewhat lower effective
temperature because of its thicker envelope.
The different evolutionary tracks of the com-
panions in Fig. 3 are therefore mainly due to the
different envelope masses at the time of the super-
nova explosion. BLAPs are hydrogen-deficient,
which implies that their progenitors could also
be hydrogen-deficient when they were born.
Based on the results in Meng & Podsiadlowski
(2017), for a system where mass transfer begins
when the companion crosses the HG, the sur-
face helium abundance of the companion when
MWD = 1.378 M⊙ has a strong dependence on
its envelope mass (e.g. the evolution of M˙WD in
Figs. 4 and 19 in Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017).
In Fig. 4, following the definition of the core
as in Han, Podsiadlowski & Eggleton (1994) and
Meng et al. (2008), we show the correlation be-
tween the surface helium abundance and the en-
velope mass when MWD = 1.378 M⊙, where
the envelope mass, Me, is defined as the differ-
ence between the companion mass, MSN2 , and the
core mass, Mc. The figure shows a clear anti-
correlation between the envelope mass and the
surface helium abundance, as expected. There-
fore, the surface helium abundance may be taken
as an indicator of the envelope mass at the time of
supernova explosion. Similarly, Fig. 3 shows that,
the lower the envelope mass at the time of the
explosion, the more the subsequent evolutionary
track will resemble the track of a hot subdwarf
star (i.e. will become hotter with lower envelope
mass).
2.2. The helium abundance and gravity of
BLAPS
As Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) showed, BLAPs
are helium-rich, and their surface gravities lie be-
tween main-sequence stars and the known sdOB
stars. If BLAPs are the surviving companions of
SNe Ia, the companion predicted by the SD model
will reproduce their surface helium abundance and
surface gravity simultaneously. In Fig. 5, we show
the evolution of the surface helium abundance
and surface gravity of the surviving companions,
where the initial systems are the same as those
in Fig. 3. These figures show that, after the su-
pernova explosion, the surviving companion from
the system with [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)]
= (1.1, 3.0, 0.8) experiences a phase where the
surface gravity decreases while the surface helium
abundance increases until the star arrives on the
HB. In this phase, the companion ascends the
RGB, where it experiences the first dredge-up,
which leads to the mixing up of helium-rich ma-
terial and an increase of the surface helium abun-
dance. At the same time, the expansion of the
star reduces the surface gravity. After the com-
panion has settled on the HB, large-scale convec-
tion ceases in the envelope, and the surface he-
lium abundance no longer changes. With the con-
sumption of the envelope on the HB, the radius of
the companion decreases, and the surface gravity
increases until the companion becomes a BLAP
(based on its position in the HRD; Fig. 3). This
demonstrates that our surviving-companionmodel
can simultaneously reproduce the surface helium
abundance and the gravity of the BLAPs observed
in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017). In particular, the
surface gravity of the surviving companion in the
BLAP phase lies between MS and hot subdwarf
stars. For the star with the thinnest envelope at
the time of the supernova explosion, the surface
gravity during the core-helium-burning phase is
higher than that of BLAPs but is consistent with
sdOB stars, and the surface helium abundance and
surface gravity of the companion from the system
with [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] = (1.1, 3.0,
0.6) are also close to those of BLAPs, as shown in
Fig. 3.
2.3. The number of BLAPs in the Galaxy
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE) project surveyed about 5% of the Milky
Way disc and found 14 BLAPs (Pietrukowicz et al.
2017, private communication). At present, it is
very difficult to estimate the completeness of the
sample, and some BLAPs must be hidden behind
clouds of dust in the surveyed directions. Here, as
a very conservative upper limit, we assume that
the number of BLAPs missed could be as high as
99%; this would give an estimate for the number
of BLAPs in the Galaxy roughly between 280 and
28000.
Fig. 3 shows that not all surviving companions
have properties consistent with those of BLAPs.
To estimate the number of BLAPs from the SD
model, we need to know the initial parameter
space producing them. Here, we do not recalcu-
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late grids of binary evolution sequences to deter-
mine this parameter space; instead we just try to
constrain it from the model grids already calcu-
lated in Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017), adopting
some additional constraints. From Figs. 3 and 4
we know that the envelope mass of the compan-
ion at the time of the supernova explosion is the
key parameter determining whether the surviving
companion produces the properties of BLAPs, and
the envelope mass is anti-correlated with the sur-
face helium abundance. Stars with a much higher
or a much lower surface helium abundance pro-
duce envelopes that are either too thin or too thick
and do not reproduce the location of BLAPs in the
HR diagram. As we will discuss in Section 2.5, if
a star is not located in this region, it will probably
not show the pulsation modes of BLAPs because
of the different surface gravity or different mean
density. In addition, the binary evolution calcu-
lations in this paper do not support a companion
star with a mass > 1.1 M⊙ at the time of the su-
pernova explosion as a progenitor of a BLAP (the
dotted line in Figs. 3, see also the model simu-
lations in Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). Considering
that the observed region of BLAPs in the HR di-
agram is mainly constrained by a single BLAP
and that the real region could be much larger,
we here assume somewhat arbitrarily that the he-
lium abundance has to be between 0.4 and 0.6 and
the companion mass less than 1.1 M⊙ at the time
of the explosion, so that the surviving compan-
ion can become a BLAP after central helium ig-
nition. With these constraints, we can use the
grids in Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017) to deter-
mine the parameter space that produces BLAPs;
this is shown in Fig. 6. This clearly shows that the
initial systems that produce BLAPs consist of rel-
ative massive WDs with massive companions and
have a relative long initial period, i.e. mass trans-
fer begins when the companion crosses the HG.
This parameter space is only a small part of the
whole parameter space that leads to SNe Ia (see
Fig. 6), implying that the birth rate of BLAPs, ν,
is much lower than the overall rate of SNe Ia from
the SD model.
Based on the above parameter space, we per-
formed two binary population synthesis (BPS)
simulations using the rapid binary evolution code
developed by Hurley et al. (2000, 2002), where
the BPS method is the same as described in
Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017). For the BPS sim-
ulations, the common-envelope ejection efficiency,
αCE, is the key parameter affecting the birth
rate of BLAPs. Following Meng & Podsiadlowski
(2017), we take αCE = 1.0 or αCE = 3.0. As
the parameter space producing BLAPs is so much
smaller than that producing SNe Ia, our calcula-
tions show that only 0.3% to 3.3% of all SNe Ia
produce BLAPS. As shown in Fig. 3, the lifetime
of a BLAP is shorter than that of a typical hot
subdwarf star since the progenitor of the BLAP
spends part of its life in the HB phase. Sim-
ply assuming that all BLAPs have a lifetime of
τ = 5 × 107 yr, we may obtain the evolution of
the number of BLAPs with time in the Galaxy by
ν × τ , as shown in Fig. 7. The predicted num-
ber of BLAPs is roughly between 750 and 7500,
very much consistent with the rough estimate of
BLAPs made earlier.
2.4. The distribution of radial velocity
At the time of the supernova explosion, the
companions in close binaries have relatively large
orbital velocities, and the companions will inherit
this orbital velocity as runaway space velocity af-
ter the WD has been disrupted. Fig. 8 shows the
distributions of the orbital velocity and compan-
ion mass when MWD = 1.378 M⊙ for the systems
where the companions will become BLAPs. Most
of the companions have a mass of 0.76 ± 0.1 M⊙
and all companions have masses below 1M⊙ al-
though our formal adopted constraint was less
than 1.1M⊙. This mass range is very much consis-
tent with theoretical pulsation model constraints
(∼ 0.7− 1.1M⊙, Wu & Li 2018). In addition, the
companion stars have space velocities between 100
km/s and 200 km/s relative to the centre of the
mass of the binary systems. Such a high space ve-
locity should be reflected in the radial velocities of
BLAPs.
To obtain the distribution of the radial velocity
of the predicted BLAPs, we performed a Monte
Carlo simulation, where the radial velocity of a
surviving companion is determined by
Vr = Vorb · cos i+ Vr,disc, (1)
where i is the angle between the space velocity
and the line of sight and i is generated randomly.
Vr,disc is the radial velocity relative to the local
standard of rest (LSR) for a disc star at a Galactic
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longitude, l, and a distance, r, and is determined
by
Vr,disc = −V⊙ · cos(l − l⊙) +A · r · sin(2l), (2)
where l and l⊙ are the Galactic longitudes of a
disc star and the solar apex, respectively, r is the
distance of the star, V⊙ is the Sun’s velocity in the
LSR, and A is Oort’s constant (Bovy, 2017). Here,
r is also generated in a Monte Carlo way, while l
is taken to be towards the directions of BLAP-
014 [panel (a) in Fig. 9] and BLAP-001 [panel
(b) in Fig. 9]. In this discussion, we do not con-
sider any Galactic dynamics, since the surviving
companions may only travel about ∼ 2 kpc in the
Galaxy before they become BLAPs, and their po-
sitions and velocities are therefore not significantly
affected by dynamical effects.
Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the radial ve-
locity of the surviving companions versus distance.
The radial velocity has a larger scatter due to the
different orbital velocities and inclination angle i.
The distribution of the radial velocity at a given
distance r has two peaks at a velocity of about
Vr,disc ± 110 km/s, which is mainly caused by the
different orbital velocities of the surviving com-
panion when MWD = 1.378 M⊙. The correlation
between Vr,disc and r is shown by two dashed lines,
where one corresponds to the direction of BLAP-
001 and the other is for the direction of BLAP-014.
In the figure, we also plot the radial velocity of
the BLAPs with spectral observations, where the
red crosses assume that BLAPs are normal disc
stars, and green crosses show the observed val-
ues (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017, private communica-
tion). Three of the four BLAPs have quite differ-
ent radial velocities from disc stars in their direc-
tions and at their distances. Especially, BLAP-001
has a positive radial velocity but should be nega-
tive if BLAPs-001 were a disc star, while BLAP-
011 has a negative radial velocity but should be
positive if BLAP-011 were a disc star. The ra-
dial velocity differences between the BLAPs and
the disc stars at the same position are as high as
123± 45 km/s. Generally, at a given distance and
in a given direction, the scatter in the radial ve-
locity of disc stars should be less than ∼ 20 km/s
(Dehnen & Binney 1998; Anguiano et al. 2018).
So, the difference of the radial velocity between the
BLAPs and the normal disc stars cannot be simply
explained by the scatter of the radial velocity of
the disc stars, and other mechanisms are required
to explain the difference. Interestingly, the ob-
served values of the radial velocity for BLAPs-001,
011 and 014 are located around the peak region in
Fig. 9. Hence, the orbital velocity could provide a
reasonable explanation for the difference.
If the difference of the radial velocity between
the BLAPs and the disc stars mainly originates
from the orbital velocity of the companion at the
moment of supernova explosion, we would expect
that the radial component of the orbital velocity
of the companion could reproduce the difference.
Here, the radial component of the orbital velocity,
|V rorb|, is set to be |Vorb · cos i|, where i is again
generated in a Monte Carlo way. In Fig. 10, we
show the distribution of the radial component of
the orbital velocity of the companions for different
αCE and also the difference of the radial velocity
between the observed values and the disc stars for
four BLAPs. There is a peak in the distribution,
irrespective of the value of αCE, consistent with
those in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows that most surviving
companions (∼70% to 80%) have a radial velocity
component between 50 km/s and 150 km/s, while
some (∼10% to 25%) have a radial component less
than 50 km/s. For the four BLAPs with spectral
observations, three of them have a radial-velocity
difference larger than 50 km/s and one less than
50 km/s, consistent with the above distributions.
We therefore conclude that our model well repro-
duces the difference of the radial velocity between
the BLAPs and the disc stars, including the distri-
bution of the difference, key evidence in support
of the surviving companion origin for BLAPs.
However, it must be emphasized that the cur-
rent positions of the BLAPs in the Galaxy are not
their birth sites if they are the surviving compan-
ions of SNe Ia. Based on the orbital velocity at
the time of the supernova explosion and the time
passed since the supernova, we estimate that they
could travel ∼ 2 kpc in the Galaxy, which adds an
additional uncertainty of the radial velocity dif-
ference of as much as 20 − 40 km/s. Therefore,
the radial velocity difference between the BLAPs
and the normal disc stars in Fig. 10 could be
underestimated or overestimated by as much as
20 − 40 km/s. Most importantly, a significant ra-
dial velocity difference between the BLAPs and
the normal disc stars clearly exists, and the dis-
tribution of the radial component of the orbital
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velocity in Fig. 10 almost certainly can explain
the radial-velocity difference.
2.5. The pulsation period
BLAPs are mysterious variables, and, at present,
it is completely unclear which mechanism drives
their pulsations. Two processes could play an
important role, one is the metal opacity bump
at T ≃ 2 × 105 K and the second is radiative
levitation of iron (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). In
Pietrukowicz et al. (2017), it is difficult to identify
the pulsation mode of BLAPs based on their light
curve alone, although a radial fundamental mode
pulsation is favored (see also McWhirter et al.
2020). Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) presented the
measured pulsation period and the rate of the pe-
riod change. In our model, there is only a very
thin convective zone when the companion star
crosses the region of BLAPs in the HR diagram.
Therefore their pulsation modes cannot be sim-
ple, solar-type oscillations. Here, we estimate the
characteristic p-mode frequency using
νn,l ≈ (n+
l
2
+ ǫ)∆ν, (3)
which is independent of the detailed driving mech-
anism (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldse & Bedding
1995). When both radial order n and angular
degree l are 0, we may obtain the frequency of the
fundamental mode by
ν0 ≈ ǫ∆ν = 134.6ǫ
(M/M⊙)
1/2
(R/R⊙)3/2
µHz, (4)
where ∆ν is the mean large-frequency sepa-
ration of a star and is calibrated to the Sun
(Kjeldse & Bedding 1995; Yang & Meng 2009),
and ǫ is a constant and set to 2.6 for BLAPs
(Wu & Li 2018). Then, we can estimate the pul-
sation period as
P =
106
60
1
(n′ + ǫ)∆ν
min, (5)
where n′ = n+ l
2
= 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, . . .. Follow-
ing the definition of the rate of the period change
in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017), we define the rate as
r =
∆P
∆t
1
P
=
Pi+1 − Pi
ti+1 − ti
1
Pi+1
. (6)
Varying n′ to fit the observational data, we find
that our model could reproduce the observations
for n′ = 0 or n′ = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 11. How-
ever, it is difficult to arrive at a definitive conclu-
sion on the oscillation mode based on the results
presented here. We cannot clearly distinguish be-
tween the radial fundamental mode or a non-radial
p-mode oscillation. The observations of the color
index of BLAPs seem to favour radial fundamen-
tal pulsations (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017). Inter-
estingly, n′ = 0 is the radial fundamental mode.
In addition, Equation 4 shows that ν0 is deter-
mined by the mean density of the star, i.e. stars
with similar masses and similar radii will have
similar ν0. This is the reason why BLAPs have
similar surface gravities and are locate in similar
regions in the HR diagram. Fig. 8 shows that
most surviving companions have a mass around
0.76M⊙±0.1M⊙. When these stars cross the re-
gion of BLAPs in the HR diagram, they will also
have similar radii and similar surface gravities.
In addition, based on the results here, there is
an evolutionary sequence for BLAPs with a nega-
tive and a positive rate of period change, i.e. be-
fore stars have reached the lowest luminosity in
the BLAP region, they show a negative rate of
period change, while they have a positive rate of
period change thereafter (see also Fig. 3). Based
on the models in Wu & Li (2018), the sign of the
rate of period change reflects the central helium
abundance of the star, Yc, i.e. stars with Yc > 0.45
show a negative rate of period change, while those
with Yc < 0.45 have a positive rate of period
change, consistent with our results. It is worth
emphasizing that, besides having a shorter lifetime
than the observed BLAPs, the shell-hydrogen-
burning model can only explain BLAPs with a
negative rate of period change (Byrne & Jeffery
2018; Co´rsico et al. 2018; Wu & Li 2018), while
our model can produce BLAPs with both negative
and positive rates simultaneously. This again sug-
gests that BLAPs are in the middle or late core-
helium-burning phase, as shown in Fig. 3 (see also
Wu & Li 2018). Therefore, our model naturally
explains why BLAPs have similar surface gravi-
ties, similar pulsation periods and similar rates of
period change, including their sign, at the same
time. These results are not very surprising as it
has previously been shown that stars in the mid-
dle or late core-helium-burning phase with a mass
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of ∼ 0.7 − 1.1 M⊙ can reproduce the pulsation
properties of BLAPs (Wu & Li 2018).
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Metallicity
In this paper, we propose that BLAPs are the
surviving companions of SNe Ia. Our model can
naturally reproduce all the properties of BLAPs,
including their single-star nature, the lifetime as
a BLAP, their position in the HR diagram, the
surface helium abundance and gravity, the total
number of BLAPs in the Galaxy, the distribu-
tion of their radial velocities, the pulsation peri-
ods, and the rate of the period change, including
the sign of the change. In addition, BLAPs are
relatively young objects and are not discovered in
low-metallicity environments (Pietrukowicz 2018).
This is also a natural consequence of the metallic-
ity dependence on the initial parameter space for
SNe Ia. The initial parameter space in P i −M i2
plane for BLAPs puts them in the right-upper re-
gion for SNe Ia (see Fig. 6); this means that the
progenitor systems of BLAPs must contain a rel-
atively massive companion with a relatively long
orbital period. With a decrease of metallicity, it
becomes more difficult for systems located in this
region of parameter space to become SNe Ia. For
Z ≤ 0.001, no system in this region produces a
SN Ia because of violent nova explosions prevent-
ing an increase of the mass of the WDs (see Fig. 4
in Meng, Chen & Han 2009). Therefore the model
predicts that BLAPs cannot be produced in a very
low-metallicity environment, naturally explaining
why BLAPs favor a young population with rela-
tively high metallicity.
While this is based on the OTW model, we
also did several binary evolution calculations with
Z = 0.001 to test whether the above discussion
still holds for our CEW model. Based on the
results in Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017), we esti-
mate that the upper boundary of the companion
mass in the P i−M i2 plane for Z = 0.001 from our
CEW model would be higher than that from the
OTW model. We use systems with (M iWD/M⊙,
M i2/M⊙) = (1.1, 2.5) but different initial peri-
ods to test the upper-right boundary in the ini-
tial P i −M i2 plane, where the initial companion
mass of 2.5M⊙ is larger than the upper-boundary
mass of the initial parameter space for SNe Ia
from the OTW model. The evolutionary tracks
of these companions in the HR diagram are shown
in Fig. 12. As expected, the upper-right bound-
ary for SNe Ia from the CEW model is higher
than that from the OTW model by about 0.1M⊙,
which indicates that the birth rate of SNe Ia from
the CEWmodel is higher than that from the OTW
model1 (Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017). However,
some evolutionary tracks still cross the region of
BLAPs in the HR diagram, but their lifetimes in
the BLAP stage are short, and hence they are
much less likely to be found as BLAPs than for
Z = 0.02. In addition, for a star with a similar
mass at the same evolutionary stage, a low metal-
licity implies a lower radius (Umeda et al. 1999;
Chen & Tout 2007; Meng et al. 2008), which is
the main reason why the companions with Z =
0.001 spend most of their lives below the region
of BLAPs in the HR diagram. The lower ra-
dius indicates that the surviving companions with
Z = 0.001 could not show the pulsations of BLAPs
(see Eq. 4) for most of their lifetimes. Moreover,
generally, the luminosity of the companions with
Z = 0.001 in the helium-core-burning phase is
lower than that of BLAPs, which indicates that a
more massive helium core and hence a larger ini-
tial orbital period would be required to produce a
BLAP. However, a system with a larger initial pe-
riod, even if it is only larger by 0.1 dex, will evolve
to a system of a WD + sdB star (the dotted line
in Fig. 12) rather than a SN Ia because of violent
nova explosions and hence not produce a BLAP.
The surviving companions of SNe Ia may be
polluted by some heavy elements, in particular
Ni and Fe, as supernova ejecta pass the com-
panion (Marietta et al. 2000; Meng et al. 2007;
Pakmor et al. 2008). Therefore, the surface abun-
dance of such heavy elements on the surviving
companions could be higher than that for typ-
ical disc stars. Enhanced heavy elements could
also be helpful in producing the observed BLAP
pulsations because of the increased heavy-element
1The OTW does not work when Z is lower than a certain
value (e.g. Z < 0.002, Kobayashi et al. 1998), but the re-
sults in Meng, Chen & Han (2009) are based on the as-
sumption that the OTW is still valid for low metallicities.
If the metallicity constraint is considered (e.g. Z = 0.001),
the upper-right boundary of the parameter space for SNe
Ia and the birth rate of SNe Ia from the CEW model are
probably significantly higher than those from the OTW
model.
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opacity (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017; Romero et al.
2018). However, before the companions become
BLAPs, a large convective region is likely develop
in the envelope, mixing such heavy elements from
the supernova ejecta into the interior and mak-
ing such anomalies unobservable. At the same
time, at high effective temperature, radiative lev-
itation effects could bring the inner iron-group el-
ements to the surface of the star in the BLAP
stage, as observed in the spectra of some subdwarf
O stars (Chayer et al. 1995; Charpinet et al. 1997;
Latour et al. 2018). Generally, the timescales for
the above two effects are much shorter than the
typical evolutionary timescale of hot subdwarf
stars (Dorman et al. 1993; Charpinet et al. 1997);
hence BLAPs are likely to have lost the informa-
tion on the chemical pattern due to any pollu-
tion by supernova ejecta. In any case, currently,
with only moderate-resolution spectra available,
the abundance for the heavy elements cannot be
determined. Even if higher abundances were to be
determined by future observations, this would not
constitute key evidence in support of the surviving
companion nature of BLAPs.
If the initial metallicity of the progenitor system
were not to affect the production of BLAPs, we
would expect about 10− 100 BLAPs in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC), based on the birth rate
of BLAPs in the Galaxy and the star forma-
tion history in the LMC (Harris & Zaritsky 2009).
However, no BLAPs have so far been observed in
the LMC and SMC (Pietrukowicz 2018). This in-
dicates that the initial metallicity plays an impor-
tant role in the production of BLAPs, probably by
affecting the parameter space for SNe Ia, as dis-
cussed above based on the SD model for SNe Ia. In
addition, radiative levitation is probably required
to produce the pulsation modes of BLAPs, and
an enhancement of iron and nickel could be a key
factor in the development of the pulsations seen in
BLAPs (Jeffery & Saio 2016; Romero et al. 2018;
Byrne & Jeffery 2018). Our surviving companion
scenario for BLAPs provides a natural explana-
tion for the enhancement of iron and nickel by the
pollution from supernova ejecta.
3.2. Uncertainties
In this paper, we assumed that a CO WD ex-
plodes as a SN Ia when MWD = 1.378 M⊙. We
then followed the evolution of the companion star
and found that some companions can reproduce
the properties of BLAPs. However, there are two
other effects which could influence the compan-
ions and change the initial parameter space pro-
ducing BLAPs. One is the collision of supernova
ejecta with the companions (Marietta et al. 2000;
Meng et al. 2007; Pakmor et al. 2008; Liu et al.
2012), the other is the so-called spin-up/spin-down
model (Justham 2011; Di Stefano & Kilic 2012).
For the SD model, the supernova ejecta may
collide with the envelope of the companion and
strip off part of the envelope. The amount of ma-
terial stripped off is heavily dependent on the
structure of the companion (Meng et al. 2007;
Pakmor et al. 2008). For the systems leading
to BLAPs, the collision by the supernova ejecta
may strip off about 0.065M⊙ to 0.125M⊙ from
the surface of the companion, mainly depend-
ing on the ratio of binary separation to the
companion radius at the moment of supernova
explosion (Meng et al. 2007; Pan et al. 2012a;
Liu et al. 2012). The stripped hydrogen-rich ma-
terial may reveal itself by narrow Hα emission line
in their late-time spectrum (Marietta et al. 2000;
Meng et al. 2007). However, such prediction was
not confirmed by the observations to most of SNe
Ia (Maguire et al. 2016; Tucker et al. 2020). On
the other side, the narrow Hα emission line was
indeed detected in some SNe Ia, but the amount
of the hydrogen-rich material deduced from obser-
vations is much smaller than the theoretical pre-
dictions (Maguire et al. 2016; Prieto et al. 2020).
At present, the reason of the confliction between
observations and theories is still unclear.
After the impact, the companion may be heated
and expand quickly to a luminosity as high as
a few 103 L⊙, and the deposited energy in the
envelope of the companion will take a ther-
mal timescale to release (Marietta et al. 2000;
Podsiadlowski 2003; Shappee 2013; Pan et al.
2014). Then, during this period, the compan-
ion may introduce an extra stellar wind, reducing
the envelope mass further. However, assuming a
simple Reimer’s wind and taking a typical value
of the luminosity (103 L⊙), the radius (10
2 R⊙)
and the thermal time scale (104 yr) of the com-
panion (Shappee 2013), the companion would lose
about 10−4 M⊙ during this period. Therefore,
such effect can be neglected.
The WDs in the systems may spin up as they
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gain angular momentum from the accreted mate-
rial. Rapidly rotating WDs, however, may exceed
the classical Chandrasekhar mass limit, and ro-
tating super-Chandrasekhar WDs must require
a spin-down phase before they can explode as
SNe Ia (Justham 2011; Di Stefano & Kilic 2012).
The spin-down timescale is currently quite un-
certain, probably between 105 yr and 107 yr
(Di Stefano et al. 2011; Meng & Podsiadlowski
2013). Based on the CE mass and the mass-
loss rate at the moment when MWD = 1.378 M⊙,
Meng & Podsiadlowski (2018) estimated that a
spin-down timescale of ∼ 106 yr is favoured. Dur-
ing the spin-down phase, the companion may con-
tinue to lose envelope material. However, since
the companion only has a very thin envelope, the
mass-lose rate would decrease quickly to less than
10−7 M⊙/yr, even stopping completely (this is the
main reason why the OTW model cannot produce
SNe Ia in the upper-right region of the initial pa-
rameter space, while the CEW can; see Fig. 2 and
the detailed discussions in Meng, Chen & Han
2009), the companion may not lose too much ma-
terial during the spin-down phase, i.e. probably
less than 0.1 M⊙.
Therefore, the effects discussed above on the
mass of the companion are similar, i.e. decrease
the companion mass at the time of the supernova
explosion. This could make the companions more
similar to hot subdwarf stars rather than BLAPs
when helium is ignited in the center, as in the
model with [M iWD, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] = (1.1,
3.3, 0.9) shows. In this case, models like [M iWD,
M i2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] = (1.1, 3.0, 0.6) would become
the progenitors of BLAPs. Therefore, the main
consequence of these effects would be to change
the initial parameter space producing BLAPs, i.e.
the initial parameter space moves to shorter initial
period in Fig. 6. Hence, the predicted number of
BLAPs here could be underestimated or overesti-
mated (see Fig. 11 in Meng, Chen & Han 2009).
However, at present, the number of BLAPs in our
Galaxy is quite uncertain, and even if the uncer-
tainty of the theoretical predicted number is as
high as 100%, the number of BLAPs predicted
here is still consistent with the present observa-
tional constraint. Therefore, the effects discussed
above would not significantly affect our main con-
clusions.
Besides the influence on the companion mass,
these two effects might also change the space ve-
locity of the surviving companions but in differ-
ent directions. Compared with the orbital ve-
locity when MWD = 1.378 M⊙, the collision of
supernova ejecta on the companion increases its
space velocity due to a kick velocity imparted,
but the kick velocity would be significantly smaller
than the orbital velocity. (Marietta et al. 2000;
Meng et al. 2007; Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017).
In contrast, a spin-down phase may significantly
decrease the orbital velocity. For example, if a
spin-down timescale of a few 106 yr is considered,
the orbital velocity of the companion at the time
of the supernova explosion would be in the range
of 50 − 190 km/s (Meng & Li 2019). Therefore,
the effect of the spin-down mechanism is likely
to dominate in determining the final space ve-
locity of the surviving companions. On both
the observational and the theoretical side, a spin-
down phase seems likely to be necessary (Soker
2017; Meng & Podsiadlowski 2018), which means
a smaller space velocity for the surviving compan-
ions of SNe Ia than that shown in Fig. 8. There-
fore, the proportion of systems with radial velocity
less than 50 km/s in Fig. 10 is likely to be under-
estimated.
The GAIA project provides a unique opportu-
nity to constrain the origin of BLAPs. However,
for the 14 BLAPs in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017),
only BLAP-009 has a reliable parallax measure-
ment in GAIA DR2. Based on the proper motion
and distance from GAIA DR2 data and the radial
velocity in Fig. 9, we can obtain the components of
the space velocity of BLAP-009 in the Milky Way’s
Galactic coordinate system: U = 39.8±35.1 km/s,
V = 182.9± 13.4 km/s, and W = 13.4± 2.5 km/s
(Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones 2016; Luri et al.
2018). Hence, BLAP-009 has a lower space ve-
locity than a typical disc star around the location
of BLAP-009 by ∼ 60 ± 22 km/s, i.e. BLAP-009
may even be taken as a runaway star, considering
the large difference of the space velocity (Blaauw
1961; Brown 2015; Huang et al. 2016). The ve-
locity difference of 60 ± 22 km/s is smaller than
the prediction in Fig. 8, but is consistent with
the results in Meng & Li (2019), which would im-
ply that a spin-down phase is necessary for the
production of BLAPs if they are the surviving
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companions of SNe Ia2.
The measurement of the masses of BLAPs
could provide a key clue to constrain the origin of
BLAPs; but unfortunately there are too many un-
certainties for estimating the masses of the BLAPs
due to uncertainties in the distances, brightnesses,
surface gravities and effective temperatures. If all
these uncertainties are considered, the mass of the
BLAP-009 could be anywhere between 0.06 M⊙
and 1.40 M⊙, hence not providing a meaningful
constraint.
3.3. Other possible origins
As discussed in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017),
BLAPs are core-helium-burning or hydrogen-
shell-burning stars with thin envelopes. For the
hydrogen-shell-burning model, BLAPs are pos-
sibly the progenitors of extremely low-mass WDs
with high effective temperatures and a stellar mass
of ∼ 0.34M⊙
3 (Romero et al. 2018). But the life-
time of the hydrogen-shell-burning stars in the
BLAP stage is too short to be compatibile with
the long-term stability of the pulsation periods of
observed BLAPs with a typical timescale of 107 yr
(Podsiadlowski et al. 2002; Wu & Li 2018). Even
if the progenitors of extremely low-massWDs were
to contribute to the BLAP population, they could
only produce BLAPs with a negative rate of pe-
riod change (Byrne & Jeffery 2018; Co´rsico et al.
2018; Wu & Li 2018). Therefore, the core-helium-
burning model is the favoured model for BLAPs,
as predicted by our model. Nevertheless, there are
potentially several other channels to form such a
structure. However, as discussed in the following,
no other channel currently considered can explain
all the properties of BLAPs simultaneously, and
every alternative channel has its problems. As
we will show now, only the surviving companion
2Although the distance of other BLAPs are not as precise as
for BLAP-009 in GAIA DR2, we show the components of
the space velocity of BLAP-014 in the Milky Way’s Galac-
tic coordinate system as a reference, whose distance is rela-
tively precise compared to other BLAPs, i.e. U = 35.6±34.9
km/s, V = 159.6±61.4 km/s, and W = −11.9±11.7 km/s.
Therefore, BLAP-014 has a lower space velocity than a typ-
ical disc star around the location of BLAP-014 by ∼ 79±62
km/s.
3Recently, Kupfer et al. (2019) found a new class of BLAPs
with higher surface gravities and proposed that this new
class of BLAPs are extremely low-mass WDs. We will ad-
dress this class in another paper.
scenario may be able to solve all problems simul-
taneously.
To form the structure of a BLAP, a star
needs to lose its envelope in the HG or on the
first giant branch (FGB). Since BLAPs are sin-
gle stars, single-star channels need to be con-
sidered. For a single star with Mi ≤ 1.0M⊙
and metallicity Z ≥ 0.02, a star may lose
most or all of its envelope near the tip of
the FGB because these envelopes are extremely
weakly bound (Han, Podsiadlowski & Eggleton
1994; Meng et al. 2008). If a thin envelope re-
mains and helium is ignited in the center of the
remnant after envelope ejection, the star would
show the main properties of BLAPs. Such a chan-
nel could easily explain the dependence of the
BLAPs on metallicity. However, BLAPs from
such a channel would belong to an old population,
which is inconsistent with the young population
nature of the BLAPs. In addition, this origin
would not explain the unusual radial velocity of
BLAPs. If this channel contributes to BLAPs,
there should be many BLAPs in old metal-rich
clusters, e.g. NGC 6791, but no BLAPs have been
reported in NGC 6791. Also, if helium is ignited
in the center after envelope ejection, the star is
more likely to become a hot subdwarf star rather
than a BLAP (Kalirai et al. 2007; Steinfadt et al.
2012; Han & Chen 2013).
Another possible channel to form the struc-
ture of a BLAP is also from the SD scenario for
SNe Ia, where the companion of the WD is a red-
giant (RG) star, i.e. comes from the WD + RG
channel. After the supernova explosion, the super-
nova ejecta may strip off almost all the envelope
of the RG companion (Marietta et al. 2000). If
the hydrogen shell is still burning, the companion
could show the properties of BLAPs (e.g. the shell-
hydrogen-burning model in Pietrukowicz et al.
2017). However, this channel also has problems
with the population and radial velocity as dis-
cussed above (Wang, Li & Han 2010). In addi-
tion, the envelope of the companion after the col-
lision with the supernova ejecta is so thin (i.e. less
than 0.02 M⊙) that the lifetime of the companion
in the shell-burning stage is too short (i.e. shorter
than 105 yr) to explain the long-term stability
of the pulsation periods of BLAPs with a typical
timescale of 107 yr. After the extinction of the hy-
drogen shell, helium generally cannot be ignited
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in the center of the star because of its low mass,
and the companion probably becomes a low-mass
single WD rather than a BLAP (Justham et al.
2009; Meng & Yang 2010; Meng & Han 2016).
Even if helium were ignited in the center, the
companion would appear as a hot subdwarf with
a mass of less than 0.45 M⊙ rather than a BLAP
(Meng & Podsiadlowski 2013).
Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) discussed a possible
origin from the Galactic Center, i.e. the progeni-
tors of BLAPs would be members of binary sys-
tems passing the central supermassive black hole,
where the companions are captured by the su-
permassive black hole while the progenitors of
the BLAPs are ejected from the Galactic Center.
However, the position of BLAPs in the Galaxy and
their radial velocities do not support such a run-
away scenario. The conclusive evidence to exclude
the runaway scenario comes from the GAIA obser-
vation for BLAP-009, as discussed in section 3.2.
The components of the space velocity of BLAP-
009 in the Milky Way’s Galactic coordinate system
and its distance of 5.50± 0.53 kpc to the Galactic
Centre clearly prove that it cannot originate from
the Galactic Centre.
Since BLAPs could be related to hot subdwarfs,
another channel to form single hot-subdwarf stars
could also contribute to BLAPs, i.e. if the progen-
itor of a BLAP is a FGB star in a binary system.
If the companion of the FGB is a low-mass star or
a brown dwarf, possibly even as small as a planet,
the system could merge during a CE phase and
form a rapidly rotating HB star. The centrifugal
force for rapid rotation may enhance the mass loss
from the surface of the HB star and a BLAP might
form (Soker 1998; Politano et al. 2008). This sce-
nario could easily explain why BLAPs seem to
be connected with hot subdwarf stars, but it is
difficult to explain the distribution of their ra-
dial velocities and their young-population nature.
Similarly, the merger of two helium WDs to form
a single hot subdwarf star also does not explain
the metallicity dependence and the unusual ra-
dial velocities. Moreover, the merger scenario of
two helium WDs is expected to produce extremely
hydrogen-deficient hot subdwarf stars, inconsis-
tent with BLAPs (Zhang & Jeffery, 2012).
Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) could not exclude the
possibility that some BLAPs have very faint com-
panions. So, subdwarf stars in long-period binary
systems could contribute to the BLAP population
(Han et al. 2002, 2003; Chen et al. 2013). How-
ever, such a channel has the same problems as the
previous models with the metallicity dependence
and radial velocity distribution of BLAPs.
There is another puzzle for channels related
to the formation of normal hot subdwarf stars:
why have BLAPs only been discovered recently
in contrast to hot subdwarf stars. The most rea-
sonable explanation is that the formation pro-
cess for BLAPs is not associated with the nor-
mal hot-subdwarf channel, and that the number of
BLAPs is much smaller than that of normal hot
subdwarf stars. Based on the results in this pa-
per and Han et al. (2003), we may estimate that
the theoretical number ratio of single hot subd-
warf stars to BLAPs lies roughly between 6 and
640. Currently, about 2000 hot subdwarf stars
have been confirmed spectroscopically, but the
single-star frequency among them is still uncertain
(Geier et al. 2015, 2017; Kepler et al. 2015, 2016
Luo et al. 2016). It probably lies between 10% and
50% (see the discussion in Han et al. 2003). So,
the number of discovered single hot subdwarfs lies
roughly between 200 and 1000; this would imply
that the observational number ratio of single hot
subdwarf stars to BLAPs is between 14 and 71,
consistent with our theoretical estimates. When
the total catalogue of hot subdwarf stars before
the GAIA mission is considered, the ratio may in-
crease up to 200, still in the range of the theoret-
ical estimates (Geier et al. 2017). Therefore, the
theoretical and the observed number ratios appear
consistent with each other, at least at the present
observational level.
Our model makes a prediction on the distribu-
tion of BLAPs in the Galaxy. The progenitors are
born in the thin disc and then spread in all di-
rections. Since there is continuous star formation
in the thin disc, we may expect that the number
density of BLAPs in the thin disc is the highest,
with a lower value in the thick disc, and the lowest
in the halo. Future surveys may be able to check
this prediction.
3.4. A new channel to form single hot sub-
dwarf stars
As we showed in this paper, some systems from
the same channel that produces BLAPs but with
slightly different initial parameters can produce
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single hot subdwarf stars (see Fig. 3). This is
in fact a new channel to form single hot subd-
warf stars which may have different properties
from those forming from other, more canonical
evolutionary scenarios, e.g. (a) the merger of two
helium WDs, (b) the merger of a FGB star and
its low-mass companion and (c) the envelope ejec-
tion scenario for single low-mass high-metallicity
FGB stars (see the discussions in the above
section and Han et al. 2002, 2003; Heber 2009;
Han, Podsiadlowski & Eggleton 1994; Meng et al.
2008).
1) Generally, hot subdwarf stars from sce-
nario a) are extremely helium-rich sdOs with
strong N lines in their atmospheres (Heber 2009;
Zhang & Jeffery, 2012). These extremely helium-
rich sdOs usually have a log(nHe/nH) larger than
0, even larger than 1 (Luo et al. 2016), while the
single hot subdwarf stars from scenarios (b) and
(c) usually have a log(nHe/nH) less than −1. How-
ever, the single hot subdwarf stars from our model
generally have a medium log(nHe/nH) value, i.e.
between 0 and −1 (see Fig. 5).
2) The mass of the single subdwarf stars from
scenarios (a), (b) and (c) has a broad range from
0.3 M⊙ to 0.8M⊙ and peaks at the canonical
mass for the He core-flash at 0.46 M⊙ (Han et al.
2003; Meng et al. 2008; Politano et al. 2008;
Han & Chen 2013), while the single hot subd-
warf stars from our model have a mass larger than
0.5 M⊙, up to 0.97 M⊙ (Meng & Podsiadlowski
2017).
3) The present single hot-subdwarf-star sample
is mainly discovered in the thick disc or halo of
the Galaxy, which means that they belong to a
relatively old population (Luo et al. 2016), while
the hot subdwarf stars from our model belong to
a young population and could be discovered in the
thin or thick disc of the Galaxy.
4) Compared to scenarios (a), (b) and (c), the
hot subdwarf stars from our model inherit the or-
bital velocities of the binary systems at the time of
the supernova explosion and will show a different
space velocity. In addition, Figs 2 and 6 show that
the OTW model has difficulties in producing such
single hot subdwarf stars. Hence, the discovery
of such hot subdwarf stars will favour our CEW
model.
Interestingly, there exists a small group in the
current hot-subdwarf-star sample, consistent with
our predictions but difficult to be explained by
standard binary evolutionary channels (e.g. group
4 in Fig. 8 of Luo et al. 2016). Fig. 13 shows the
evolution of the surface helium abundance and the
effective temperature of the companions from the
systems with [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] =
(1.1, 3.3, 0.9). The figure shows that the com-
panion after the supernova explosion spends most
of its life in the region of group 4 in Luo et al.
(2016); hence our model provides a reasonable
origin for this group. Also, the figure shows that,
if the spin-down timescale is as long as 6 Myr,
the companion star could become a hot subdwarf
star before the supernova explosion (Meng & Li
2019). Such a spin-down timescale of a rapidly
rotating WD is consistent with the estimate in
Meng & Podsiadlowski (2013). This result could
open a new window for searching for a surviving
companion in a supernova remnant or the progen-
itor system in archival images taken before the
supernova explosion (Meng & Li 2019). However,
the properties of the hot subdwarf stars from our
SN Ia channel could be difficult to distinguish from
those originating from the CE merger channel, ex-
cept that the atmosphere of the hot subdwarf
stars from the SNe Ia channel could be polluted
by supernova ejecta. However, the heavy ele-
ments from supernova ejecta pollution would not
be a good tracer to distinguish different origins,
as discussed in section 3.1. One possible mecha-
nism to distinguish the hot subdwarf stars from
these two channels is to measure the radial veloc-
ity since the radial velocity of the stars from the
SN Ia channel is generally larger than that from
other channels. Moreover, the distribution of such
single hot subdwarf stars in the Galaxy provides
another clue to distinguish them from other single
hot subdwarf stars since they are mainly located
in the thin disc and few should be found in the
halo, similar to BLAPs. We will investigate this
channel in more detail in the future.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we propose that the mysterious
BLAPs are the surviving companions of SNe Ia,
since all the properties of the BLAPs may be rea-
sonably reproduced by our SD model simultane-
ously, including their population characteristics,
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positions in the HR diagram, spectroscopic prop-
erties, radial velocities, pulsation periods and their
rates of period change and the total number of
BLAPs in the Galaxy. No other proposed chan-
nel can simultaneously explain all these proper-
ties. We predict the distribution of BLAPs in the
Galaxy, with their number density being highest
in the thin disc, lower in the thick disc and low-
est in the halo. We also predict a new channel for
single hot subdwarf stars, which connects them
directly to BLAPs with a generally high radial ve-
locity. Such single hot subdwarf stars have a sim-
ilar space distribution as BLAPs in the Galaxy. If
such hot subdwarf stars are confirmed observation-
ally, this would provide additional support for our
CEW model. Interestingly, there already exists a
small group of objects in the currently known sin-
gle hot-subdwarf-star sample with properties con-
sistent with our model predictions.
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Fig. 2.— Comparison between the CEW and
the OTW model for the initial parameter con-
tours leading to SNe Ia, where the initial WD
mass is 1.10M⊙. The data for the plot
are taken from Meng, Chen & Han (2009) and
Meng & Podsiadlowski (2017).
Fig. 3.— The evolutionary tracks of the com-
panion stars in the HR diagram. Red stars show
the position where the SNe Ia are assumed to oc-
cur, and the dash-triple-dotted rectangle presents
the region for BLAPs. The initial WD masses
are the same for the four systems, i.e. M iWD =
1.1M⊙. The initial companion masses and peri-
ods of the four systems are [M i2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] =
(3.3, 0.9), (3.0, 0.8), (3.0, 0.6) and (2.9, 0.7), and
the evolutionary tracks of the companions from
the four systems are shown by solid, dashed, dash-
dotted and dotted curves, respectively. The age
interval between adjacent crosses is 106 yr. The
green cross represents BLAP-009, whose luminos-
ity is calculated based on the distance from the
GAIA DR2 and the average apparent magnitude
in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017), where the error bar
of the luminosity is determined from the distance
error in GAIA DR2, and the error bar of the effec-
tive temperature comes from the spectral fitting
in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017).
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Fig. 4.— Correlation between the surface helium
abundance and the envelope mass of the compan-
ion when MWD = 1.378 M⊙ (solid curve), where
the four points correspond to the four systems in
Fig. 3. The dotted curves show the likely regions
of the surface helium abundance for BLAPs when
MWD = 1.378 M⊙ (see section 2.3).
Fig. 5.— The evolution of the surface helium
abundance and gravity of the surviving compan-
ions of SNe Ia. The lines represent the same sys-
tems as shown in Fig. 3, and the red stars show
the positions where supernova explosions are as-
sumed to take place. The green crosses represent
the four BLAPs with spectroscopic observations
in Pietrukowicz et al. (2017), and the age inter-
val between adjacent crosses is 106 yr. The arrow
and numbers mark the evolutionary direction of
the model with [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)]
= (1.1, 3.0, 0.8) in the plot.
Fig. 6.— The initial parameter regions for dif-
ferent initial WD masses for BLAPs (red thin
lines). For comparison, the thick lines present
the parameter spaces for SNe Ia (reproduced from
Meng & Podsiadlowski 2017).
Fig. 7.— The evolution of the number of BLAPs
in the Galaxy, where a constant star formation
rate of 5M⊙/yr is assumed. The vertical bar
shows the estimated region of the number of
BLAPs in the Galaxy.
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Fig. 8.— The distributions of companion mass
and orbital velocity when MWD = 1.378M⊙ for a
constant star-formation rate and αCE = 1.0. The
lines present the final parameter space of the com-
panion mass and orbital velocity for different ini-
tial WD masses.
Fig. 9.— The distribution of the radial velocity in
the local standard of rest (LSR) frame versus dis-
tance for BLAPs, for the case αCE = 1.0. The red
crosses show the positions if the observed BLAPs
are disc stars, while the green crosses show the
measured values (Pietrukowicz et al. 2017, private
communication). The dashed lines show the corre-
lation between radial velocity and distance in the
LSR frame for disc stars, obtained from equation
(2) for the directions of BLAP-014 [panel (a)] and
BLAP-001 [panel (b)].
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Fig. 10.— The distribution of the radial compo-
nent of the orbital velocity of the companion when
MWD = 1.378 M⊙ for different αCE, where a con-
stant star-formation rate is assumed. The horizon-
tal bars show the difference of the radial velocity
between the observed values and the disc stars for
the BLAPs with spectral observations.
Fig. 11.— The evolution of the period and the
rate of the period change for the model with
[M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] = (1.1, 3.0, 0.8)
for different n′. The age interval between adja-
cent crosses is 106 yr. The green points show 11
BLAPs from Pietrukowicz et al. (2017), while the
two dotted lines show the period range for the
whole BLAP’s sample.
Fig. 12.— The evolutionary tacks of the compan-
ions for systems with Z = 0.001 and (M iWD/M⊙,
M i2/M⊙) = (1.1, 2.5) for different initial periods,
i.e. log(P i/d)=0.0, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively.
The red stars show the positions where the super-
nova explosions are assumed to occur. The age
interval between adjacent crosses is 106 yr. The
dash-triple-dotted rectangle indicates the region
of BLAPs.
Fig. 13.— The evolution of the surface he-
lium abundance and effective temperature for the
model with [M iWD/M⊙, M
i
2/M⊙, log(P
i/d)] =
(1.1, 3.3, 0.9). The dash-triple-dotted rectan-
gle presents the region for group 4 of hot sund-
warf stars in Luo et al. (2016) (private communi-
cation). Red stars show the position where super-
nova explosions are assumed to occur, and the age
interval between adjacent crosses is 106 yr.
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